
Java Constraint Library: bringing constraint technology on theInternet using the Java languageMarc Torrens, Rainer Weigel and Boi FaltingsLaboratoire d'Intelligence Arti�cielleEcole Polytechnique F�ed�erale de Lausanne (EPFL)IN-Ecublens, CH-1015 LausanneSwitzerlandftorrens,weigel,faltingsg@lia.di.ep.chAbstractDistributed problem solving on the web is becomingmore and more important. Client server architecturesare often confronted with server overload. The pro-cess of browsing a large number of alternative solu-tions is particularly tedious. In this paper, we presenta methodology for distributing the computation be-tween server and client. The idea is to formalize theproblem as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP).This formalization supports a natural decompositionof the task into two subtasks: generation of the CSPby the server from its database, and generating andbrowsing the solutions on the client. In this way, thebrowsing process runs locally and can be very fast,while the server is only accessed once during the pro-cess. We provide the Java Constraint library (JCL)for implementing the agent that solves the CSP onthe client. We illustrate the concept on the exampleof planning air travel.IntroductionFrom time to time, we are all faced with the problemof arranging business trips. Typically, we have to meetwith a set of people in di�erent cities, each of whichhas certain days where they are available for a meet-ing. Transportation schedules impose additional con-straints: I can combine a meeting in Geneva in themorning with another in Basel at lunch, but if thelunch meeting is in Lucerne this is not possible as theight/train connection takes too long time. In the cur-rent state of a�airs, reliable schedule information canonly be obtained by queries to travel agents or WWWservers for particular routes, dates and times. Thus,really �nding the optimal plan would require databasequeries for every part of every alternative itinerary.Since each query implies response times on the order of1 minute, this makes travel planning very tedious. Re-cently, one researcher in our laboratory spent an entireafternoon collecting ight schedules on the WWW justfor one rather simple trip! A better solution consistsof performing just one single database access where all
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requestFigure 1: A client server architecture of ATP.relevant information is collected, and then searchingfor a particular best solution locally. Thus, we decom-pose the process into two parts:� the information server compiles all relevant infor-mation from the database in order that the clientbuild the constraint satisfaction problem. The CSPis a compact representation of all solutions that theproblem can have given the initial restrictions ofplaces and dates.� the server sends the user an agent consisting of theCSP and solution algorithms. It allows the user tobrowse through the di�erent solution possibilities.Since the agent executes on the client, response timecan be very fast and the user can compare di�erentalternatives without placing unnecessary load on theserver.We have implemented a Java constraint librarywhich allows us to package constraint satisfaction prob-lems and their solvers in agents. We will �rst givea brief introduction to constraint satisfaction tech-niques and the way in which they can represent so-lution spaces. We then describe the Java library andits application on the problem of air travel planning.Figure 1 describes the basic architecture of Air TravelPlanning System (ATP). Using ATP a user can gen-erate ight plans according to his wishes. In order to



generate the CSP that represents the ight plans, wehave to access our world wide through ights databasethat contains all scheduled airline passenger servicesNovember 1995. After having generated the CSP thereis no longer a need of accessing the server and thus theuser can interact locally on the Java client.Constraint Satisfaction Problems andJCLMany important applications, such as con�guration,resource allocation and diagnosis can be modeled asdiscrete Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs). ACSP is de�ned by P = (X;D;C;R), where X =fX1; : : : ; Xng is a set of variables, D = fD1; : : : ; Dnga set of �nite domains associated with the variables,C = fC1; : : : ; Cmg a set of constraints, and R =fRij �Di � Dj for a constraint applicable to Xi and Xjg aset of relations that de�ne the constraints. Solving adiscrete CSP amounts to �nding value assignments tovariables subject to constraints. The theoretical com-plexity for solving CSPs was shown to be exponen-tial, however for many real world applications the cor-responding CSP can be transformed in a reasonableamount of time into a CSP that can be solved in lineartime. A large body of techniques exists for e�cientlysolving CSPs.JCL is a Java library that can be used in a Javaenabled browser (applet) and in stand-alone Java ap-plications. Figure 2 shows the components of the JCLenvironment. Its purpose is to provide the buildingblocks for agents that solve binary Constraint Satisfac-tion Problems (CSPs). JCL is divided into two parts:A basic constraint library available on the network anda constraint shell build on top of this library, allowingCSPs to be opened, saved, edited and solved. JCLallows the development of portable applications andapplets using the constraint mechanisms.Algorithms in JCLThe library contains search and preprocessing algo-rithms.Search AlgorithmsIn JCL we have implemented 13 algorithms adaptedfrom (van Beek ). There are three main algorithms de-rived from Chronological Backtracking (BT) that are:Backmarking (BM), Backjumping (BJ) and ForwardChecking (FC) (Tsang 1993). Some combinations ofthem are implemented in (van Beek ) and adapted inJCL. FC, for example, performs the consistency checksforward. At each level, the domains of the future vari-ables are �ltered in such a way that all values incon-sistent with the current instantiation are removed. FC
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JAVA languageFigure 2: The components of the JCL environment.is very e�cient because of its ability to discover incon-sistencies early. The size of the backtrack tree is re-duced. However, FC sometimes performs more consis-tency checks than backward algorithms. In (Kondrak1994) there are the hierarchies of some algorithms withrespect to the number of visited nodes in the searchtree and with respect to the consistency checks.Preprocessing AlgorithmsThe objective of the preprocessing is to reduce the sizeof the CSP by removing redundant values from thedomains of the variables, or by removing redundantcompound labels from the constraints. A value of avariable is redundant when its removal does not a�ectthe solutions of the CSP. If all the values from the do-main of a variable are removed, then the CSP is insol-uble. In JCL we have implemented two preprocessingalgorithms adapted from (van Beek ) : Arc-consistencyand Path-consistency.The Constraint ShellThe purpose of the shell is to provide a user-friendlyinterface to the library. The following aspects are takeninto consideration:� CSP problems de�nition and generation,� algorithms application,� intermediate and �nal solution management.Figure 3 shows how constraints in between variablescan be edited using mouse and menus.Another important window is the \solving control\window shown in �gure 4. It lets the user choose thealgorithm, solution options, displaying options, and
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Figure 3: The constraints editor in the Constraint Shell.
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Figure 4: The solving control window.start the algorithm. The solutions and the display-ing options panel selects the di�erent options for solu-tion output. The HTML output produces output in abrowser window. The \Algorithm" panel permits algo-rithm selection between the JCL algorithms or otheralgorithms implemented by the user. While the al-gorithm is working, a \Solving in progress\ windowis displayed by the default solution manager, indicat-ing among other things how many solutions have beenfound until now, and allowing to suspend, resume orstop the resolution. JCL is available from the Internetat: http://liawww.ep.ch/torrensPrototypical business Air TravelPlanning systemThe prototypical business Air Travel Planning (ATP)system is designed to illustrate the use of JCL for plan-ning. A air travel plan is a sequence of ights con-necting di�erent cities a user wants to visit. Givensuch a set of cities together with possible time slots tovisit each city, the system generates a representationof plans from which the user can easily select the mostpreferred one. Before describing the details and an ex-ample we will �rst present the architecture of ATP.

Code Flight Dep. Time Ar. Time DaysIB 4248 BCN 1015 AMS 1225 1234567KL 354 BCN 1125 AMS 1345 1234567KL 356 BCN 1610 AMS 1830 1234567IB 4262 BCN 1640 AMS 1855 1234567Table 1: Description of some rows of the ight database.A client server architecture for ATPThe basic idea is that a client sends a request contain-ing the users raw travel data to a server. The serverwill have access the ight database in order to generatea Constraint Problem whose solutions are the possibletravel plans that will satisfy to the users requests. ThisCSP together is packaged with search algorithms fromthe JCL to form an agent which can interact with theuser. Building the CSP requires only a small fractionof time compared to solving the CSP, so having theagent execute on the client signi�cantly reduces serverload.Accessing to the server databaseIn order to access to the ight data needed to buildthe CSP, we have created a database using MiniSQL1.We use a Java class library called MsqlJava2 whichallows applications or applets to access and manipulateMiniSQL databases. In the server the MiniSQL serveris running in background, and thus is possible that theapplet client can access to the ight database in orderto build the CSP. Table 1 describes some rows of thecreated database.Problem FormulationThe input data for ATP system is a set of meetings,where every meeting is described by the place and thepossible time-slots for the di�erent days the meetingcan take place. A solution of the business travel prob-lem can be seen as a sequence of ights in between thecities of the meetings. For each meeting one of the pos-sible days must be assigned and it must be guaranteedthat then exists at least one ight connection betweenconsecutive meetings. We have formulated the prob-lem of �nding a travel plan as a binary constraint satis-faction problem (CSP). The variables of the travel planCSP is the union of meeting variables MV and ightvariables FV. The meeting variables together with theconstraints between them induce a constraint problemthat we call meeting CSP (MCSP). Similarly the CSPinduced by the ight variables FV is called ight CSP1Reference at http://Huges.com.au2Reference at http://mama.minet.uq.oz.au/msqljava



M City Time-Slots for NovemberM1 AMS 1st 12h-16h 3th 13h-15hM2 BCN 1st 12h-15h 2nd 13h-17hM3 LON 2nd 12h-15h 8th 11h-14hM4 GVA 2nd 9h-12h 4th 9h-12h 5th 10h-15hM5 PAR 5th 8h-12h 8th 8h-12hM6 BER 6th 15h-18h 8th 10h-16hM7 FRA 4th 8h-12h 7th 8h-12hTable 2: Input Data to be send to the server.(FCSP). Next we describe the MCSP, the FCSP andthe constraints between them in more detail.Meeting CSP (MCSP) For every meeting Mi avariable MVi(i = 1; : : : ; n) is created and the domainof the variable is the set of possible days where themeeting Mi can take place. There is an inequalityconstraint between two variables if their domains in-tersect in at least one value. A solution of the MCSPis a assignment of day to each meeting such that notwo meetings can be held on the same day. Having asolution does of course not guarantee that the solutioncan be re�ned down to the actual ights. Consider asexample the travel data from table 2. Solving MCSP iscomputational equivalent with solving the list coloringproblem which is known to be NP-complete.Flight CSP (FCSP) The FCSP can be consideredas the planning or sequencing part of the travel plan-ning CSP. For each planning step exists a variable andthe values of these planning steps are the ights in be-tween cities where the meetings could take place. Inorder to apply a ight action from meeting j to meet-ing i is the traveler must simply have �nished meet-ing j and he should arrive before the meeting i starts.Whenever a meeting is scheduled for day k we createa \Before Meeting" variable BMk and a \After Meet-ing" variable AMk. Using such a model lets us easilyexpress the constraint that a traveler would like to stayin town X after the meeting and takes the ight on thenext day. The values for a BMi variable are either theight from a meeting he had before day i to the possi-ble meeting places at day k (k � i) arriving before themeeting starts or a \no-action\ value if he is alreadyin a city where the meeting takes place.Constraints Having introduced the variables andthe values for the MCSP and FCSP we will now de-scribe the constraints that have to be satis�ed. Thefollowing constraints need to be expressed:

Meeting First Solution Second SolutionM1 3st 13h-15h 3th 13h-15hM2 1st 12h-15h 2nd 13h-17hM3 2nd 12h-15h 8th 11h-14hM4 5nd 10h-15h 4th 9h-12hM5 8th 8h-12h 5th 8h-12hM6 6th 15h-18h 6th 15h-18hM7 4th 8h-12h 7th 8h-12hTable 3: Two of the possible solutions to the MCSP.� [AMk �BMk+1]: if we stay at the meeting place onday k, which is the \no-action" value AMk, then wehave to y to the place of meeting k + 1 arrivingbefore the meeting starts. On the other hand, theight to the meeting k+1 leaving the meeting city kafter the meeting, is compatible with the \no-action"value for Bk+1.� [BMk � AMk]: four combinations are possible : 1)The \ight-ight" tuple, if we arrive in the city di-rectly before the meeting and leave the city on thesame day. 2) The \no-action-ight" tuple if we arealready in the city and leave directly after the meet-ing. 3) Similarly the \ight-no-action" and �nally4) the \no-action - no-action" tuple.To describe how decisions made in the MCSP canbe propagated to the FCSP, we have to describe theconstraints in between MCSP and FCSP: If a variableMi has the value k in its domain i.e. meeting Mi canbe scheduled on the kth day, then there is a constraintin between the BMk variable and the AMk variablein the FCSP. The allowed value combinations are thefollowing:� [Mi�BMk ]: k is compatible with a \ight to city ofmeeting k" or with the \no-action" if we are alreadyin the city of meeting k. All the other values of Miare not related with the meetings on day k and aretherefor valid.� [Mi �AMk]: similar to the other constraints above.k is compatible with a \ight from city of meetingk to another city" or with the no-action if we areplanning to stay overnight in the city of meeting k.All the other values of Mi are not related with themeetings on day k and are therefor valid.ExampleWe use the example already presented in table 2. Theuser will in a �rst step decide on the days the meet-ing can take place. That is he decides on the days the



Meeting City Day TimeSlots Variable BM Variable AM1. M2 BCN 2nd 13h-17h FL : M0 - M2 M22. M1 AMS 3th 13h-15h FL : M2 - M1 FL : M1 - M43. M4 GVA 4th 9h-12h M4 FL : M4 - M54. M5 PAR 5th 8h-12h M5 M5, FL : M5 - M65. M6 BER 6th 15h-18h M6, FL : M5 - M6 FL : M6 - M76. M7 FRA 7th 8h-12h M7 M7, FL : M7 - M37. M3 LON 8th 11h-14h M3, FL : M7 - M3 M3Table 4: The solution space after having propagated a partial solution.Comp Fly From To Dep Arr DurIB 4248 BCN AMS 10:15 12:25 2:10KL 352 BCN AMS 7:05 9:25 2:20SR 724 GVA PAR 12:15 13:20 1:05AF 2855 GVA PAR 14:10 15:15 1:05SR 726 GVA PAR 16:15 17:20 1:05AF 2835 GVA PAR 17:15 18:20 1:05AF 2893 GVA PAR 18:05 19:10 1:05SR 728 GVA PAR 18:45 19:50 1:05AF 2887 GVA PAR 20:40 21:45 1:05Table 5: Possible ights arriving in Amsterdam fromBarcelona before 13h. and the ights from Geneva to Parison the 4th day.meetings will take place without having to considermore details. For doing so the system needs to solvethe MCSP (see table 3). A solution to the MCSP isa partial solution of the overall CSP which can thenbe propagated to the FCSP. This allows the removalof values from the domains of the variables in FCSPthat are not consistent with selected days by the users.One can show theoretically that making the CSP arc-consistent after having decided on the meeting daysguarantees global consistency of the CSP. This impliesthat any partial solution of the FCSP can be extendedto a global solution of the whole CSP without back-tracking. Table 4 describes the variables and theirdomains of FCSP after having propagated the secondpartial solution from table 3. In table 4 one can observefor example that there are no ights leaving Barcelonawith destination Amsterdam after 17h. This impliesthat the user has to y to Amsterdam the next day.Furthermore no hotel is needed in Amsterdam since heis required to take the ight to Geneva directly afterthe meeting. The user can select a single ight fromall ights leaving Barcelona and arriving in Amster-dam before 13h depicted in table 5. The actual ightscan then be presented to the user in the form of a listsuch that the user can easily select the most preferredone.

Mobile Agents for Travel PlanningIt is interesting to consider that Meeting CSP couldinvolve constraints for many participants. Thus, in-formation about participant's agendas resides on dif-ferent servers. Likewise, there may be several modesof transportation: air travel, trains, cars and so on,each having schedule information on di�erent servers.Solving the problem may require collecting dates andconstraints from many servers. In this way, the CSP isbuilt in several steps collecting information on di�erentservers.When requesting information from a server, the par-tially solved problem can be used to formulate moreprecise queries. For example, if time constraints al-ready ruled out a meeting on Tuesday, it makes nosense to query for ights on Tuesday. This can repre-sent an important gain in e�ciency of the process.By implementing the procedure in a mobile agentwhich transfers the entire problem-solving state fromserver to server, precise queries can be made. The JCLthen allows running consistency algorithms at eachstage to prune the search space whenever possible. Fig-ure 5 illustrates this process.
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Figure 5: Mobile Agent for Travel Planning.ConclusionAs a result of the spread of the world-wide web, inter-active information servers are becomingmore and moreimportant. Browsing through databases requires quickresponse times which are di�cult to achieve when usersinteract directly with a server. We have shown an ex-ample of how the agent techniques underlying Java canseparate browsing from database access. The key el-ement of this approach is to represent solution spacesthrough constraint satisfaction problems. The sameapproach is applicable to other problems where a com-bination of elements needs to be con�gured into a co-herent whole. Such con�guration systems will be animportant technology for many areas of electronic com-merce. ReferencesKondrak, G. 1994. A Theoretical Evaluation of Se-lected Backtracking Algorithms. Technical ReportTR-94-10, Department of Computing Science, Uni-versity of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.Tsang, E. 1993. Foundations of Constraint Satisfac-tion. London, UK: Academic Press.van Beek, P. CSPLib : a CSP library written in C lan-guage. vanbeek@cs.ualberta: University of Alberta.


